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The pressing need to preserve the state of the environment and of natural 
resources imposes a global technological effort aimed at turning the current 
“money-making” industrial policies into a sustainable development pattern. 
This green revolution entails a big scientific effort for developing handy 
and economic technologies for decontamination of gas and liquid wastes, 10 

improving the quality of air and water, clean industrial manufacturing, and 
renewable energy supply. In this context the composite MnCeOx system 
represents a viable alternative to highly-cost noble metals for a variety of 
environmental catalytic applications like the detoxification treatment of 
industrial wastewater; the abatement of pollutants in gas exhausts; and bio-15 

fuel and fine-chemicals synthesis manufacture.  

1 Introduction  
Forced by the unprecedented population growth and economic development in place, 
new efficient solutions are required to minimize the impact of human activities on 
the state of the environment and natural resources [1]. Beside to an efficient use of 20 

energy, water, and raw materials, the accomplishment of a true sustainable 
development pattern relies on the easy accessibility of environmental safeguard and 
remediation processes, Green Chemistry synthesis technologies, and renewable 
energy supply, free of carbon dioxide and, more generally, of noxious emissions [1]. 
Despite many environmental safeguard catalytic technologies are already available; 25 

a widespread use of costly noble-metal catalysts negatively affects their economics 
on small and large scale. Indeed, almost all the pollutants abatement processes, both 
in gas and liquid phases, drive total oxidation reactions in presence of noble-metal 
catalysts [2] that, beside to high costs, have serious stability problems because of 
various deactivation phenomena harnessing their lifetime like fouling, coking, 30 

sintering, and poisoning. Hence, most of the attempts to improve the efficiency and 
accessibility of environmental remediation and Green Chemistry processes direct the 
attention onto catalyst formulations including abundant and low-costly transition 
and rare-earth metal oxides instead of noble-metals. Although a high variability of 
targets and operating conditions hinders the assessment of general requirements of 35 

oxide-based environmental catalysts; high mobility and availability of oxygen 
species due to easy surface electron-transfer processes are essential to drive the 
mineralization of organic compounds [2], while abundance and reactivity of the 
surface hydroxyl population are further key-features shaping the catalytic 
functionality of oxide systems [3]. Then, easy redox activity under mild conditions, 40 

surface amphoteric behaviour, promoting both adsorption and acid-base catalytic 
functionality, and good chemical stability render the MnCeOx composite catalyst a 
suitable alternative to supported noble-metals for environmental applications in both 
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liquid [4-26] and gas phase [27-55]. Indeed, after the pioneering work of Imamura et 
al. who first synthesized by the co-precipitation method MnOx-CeO2 catalysts for 
the wet air oxidation (CWAO) of ammonia [4], many attempts to improve their 
reactivity pattern were made by the design of new synthesis routes promoting the 
interaction strength of the oxide phases [15-17,22,23,35,40,49,50,56-61]. In fact, the 5 

co-precipitation technique generally leads to a mixture of “bulky” oxide particles in 
a weak interaction” because of very different precipitation kinetics of the cationic 
precursors; while in addition to much larger surface area, synergistic effects at 
atomic/molecular scale confer to nanostructured systems very peculiar physico-
chemical properties that can strongly promote the redox and acid-base catalytic 10 

functionalities [62]. Therefore, the described synthesis routes adopted different 
strategies to promote a quasi-molecular dispersion of the oxide phases like the 
“spatial confinement” effect (nanocasting) [13,16,17], the simultaneous “redox-
precipitation” of the oxide phases (redox-precipitation) [15,25,35,56-61] and the 
“surfactant-assisted” co-precipitation [22,36].  15 

1.1 Advances on Synthesis Routes 

In 2007 Abecassis-Wolfovich et al. described a method of preparation of nanocasted 
MnCeOx composites by “confinement” of metal oxide precursors into the pores of 
mesostructured, high surface area, silica matrices (SBA-15, MCM-41) [13,16]. A 
water-methanol solution of Mn(II) and Ce (III) ions is mixed with acetic acid, the 20 

SBA-15 matrix, and propylene oxide; the solid is separated by filtration and left 
under saturated pressure of methanol for intrapore gelation, dried under vacuum and 
further calcined in air (350-500-700°C). The composite MnCeOx catalyst, obtained 
by dissolution of the silica scaffold in NaOH solution, consists of crystalline 
nanodomains (d, 2-3 nm) of Mn2O3 and CeO2 phases, with surface area of 300 m2/g 25 

and a high CWAO performance toward 2,4,6-trichlorophenol [13] and aniline [17]. 
Likewise, Alarco and Talbot exploited the confinement effect using carbon black as 
scaffold and an anionic surfactant, to attain nanosized MnCeOx composites active in 
the detoxification of Bayer liquors [22]. While a surfactant-assisted co-precipitation 
leading to high surface area MnOx-CeO2 catalysts (160-240 m2/g) has been recently 30 

proposed by Zou et al. for the total oxidation of CO and C3H8 [36]. 
Meanwhile Arena and coworkers synthesised nanostructured MnCeOx catalysts by 
an alternative procedure involving redox reactions (redox-precipitation) between 
KMnO4 and Ce(III)-Mn(II) precursors [15,25,57,58] 
 35 

(1) 
(2) 
(3). 
 

The above redox reactions between oxidant and reducing precursors forces a 40 

simultaneous generation of the oxide phases favouring the aggregation of the 
“nascent” MnOx and CeO2 domains into homogeneously sized (d≈20 nm) spherical 
oxide clusters [49,56,57]. Characterised by a completely amorphous architecture 
resistant to calcination treatments in the range of 100-500°C [63], this structural 
pattern discloses a peculiar random arrangement of the oxide moieties hindering the 45 

development of any “long-range” crystalline order [15,24,25,56-59].  
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Fig. 1 XRD patterns of dried (A) and calcined (B) MnCeOx catalysts with different Mn/Ce atomic 
ratio (reprinted with permission from ref. 56. Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society). 

These structural characteristics, which are independent of catalyst composition, 
along with the straight formation of the oxide phases, avoiding the need of 
calcination treatment for catalyst stabilization [19,56], are evident from the XRD 15 

patterns of the dried and calcined samples shown in Fig. 1 [49,56,57,63]. Such an 
arrangement of the oxide components leads to larger surface area and active phase 
exposure than both co-precipitation [11] and combustion routes [32], while an 
unprecedented surface Mn-enrichment is probed by surface atomic Mn/Ce ratios 
larger than bulk ones in a wide composition range (Fig. 2A) [49,56,57]. In turn, the 20 

superior active phase dispersion increases the oxidation state of surface manganese 
ions [49,64] explaining the much higher reducibility of the redox-precipitated 
catalyst (Fig. 2B) that reflects in a stronger oxidation activity at low temperature in 
comparison to co-precipitated one [15,19,34,49]. In addition to a high 
reproducibility and control of the catalyst structure and texture [49,56,57], the 25 

method allows further tuning the physico-chemical and catalytic properties by 
variation of synthesis parameters like pH [25], thermal treatment or type of the 
precipitating base [19]. The peculiarity of the redox-precipitation technique has been 
recently exploited to synthesize a nanostructured bulk MnOx system very active in 
the water oxidation process [65]. 30 

 
                                                           A)                                                   B)  

 

 
 35 

 
 
 
 
 40 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 (A) Surface (XPS) vs. bulk composition (XRF) of “redox-precipitated” [ref. 49], “co-45 

precipitated” [ref. 11], and “combustion” [ref. 32] MnCeOx catalysts. (B) Temperature Programmed 
Reduction (TPR) profiles of redox-precipitated and co-precipitated (Mnat/Ceat, 1) catalysts (reprinted 

with permission from ref. 15. Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society). 
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This resulted one of the most active and stable manganese oxide-based catalysts 
reported to date for the water oxidation, although consisting mostly of the generally 
inactive pyrolusite phase [65].  
This rush toward an improved catalyst efficiency is mostly pressed by the great 
practical concern for applications in wastewater and gas streams purification 5 

treatments, though recent studies document the suitability of the composite MnCeOx 
catalyst also for “green” chemical synthesis [58,59] and biofuels manufacture 
processes [60,61]. 

2 Wastewater purification 
Since more than two decades the issue of wastewater detoxification has become a 10 

topic of major concern pressed by a constantly growing world population and the 
consequent development of agriculture and industry, already accounting for more 
than 90% of the global freshwater consumptions [66]. This implies continuous water 
resources depletion and huge releases to the environment, while ca 1 billion people 
globally lack access to safe water supplies and ca 2.6 billion are without access to 15 

basic sanitation, particularly in the least developed regions of Asia, Central and 
South America, and Africa [66]. Considering that clean-water accessibility would 
prevent almost one-tenth of diseases worldwide, improvement of the quality of 
drinking water and reduction of water contamination are very challenging issues 
worthy of ca $57 billion global business in 2011, increasing at a 10.4% annual 20 

growth rate to exceed $93 billion in 2016 [67].  
In addition to the consolidate biological treatment, alternative wastewater 
purification technologies like adsorption, advanced oxidation (AOP’s), and 
combustion processes are suitable only for small-scale applications because of high 
costs and complexity [5,6,68-70]. Then operational versatility and good efficiency in 25 

the abatement of various industrial pollutants press a big scientific and technological 
concern on heterogeneous CWAO processes, though the main drawback still remains 
the lack of cheap, robust and efficient oxide-based catalysts [68-70]. In this context, 
the MnCeOx system shows a performance even better than homogeneous Cu2+ 
[5,6,21,24] and noble-metal catalysts [7,24] in the CWAO of several polluting 30 

substrates. However, assuming the same free-radical path of homogeneous systems, 
the role of the MnCeOx catalyst was related to a promoting effect on the process of 
radicals generation arguing thus a surface-assisted heterogeneous-homogeneous 
mechanism [4-6,21,68-70]. Whereas, forthcoming studies of the CWAO of phenol 
highlighted a fundamental role of surface adsorption on the reactivity pattern of the 35 

MnCeOx catalysts inferring, rather, the occurrence of a typical Langmuir-
Hinshelwood (L-H) mechanism [8-15,24,26]. In fact kinetic and mechanistic 
evidences in the homogeneous and heterogeneous CWAO of phenol indicated the 
occurrence of different reaction paths [21] fixed by very different phenol-TOC (total 
organic carbon) conversion relationships, shown in Fig. 3 [24]. This documents the 40 

high selectivity of the heterogeneous MnCeOx and Pt/CeO2 catalysts, yielding a 
contemporary abatement of phenol and TOC by surface adsorption with minor 
release of by-products, while the exponential trend of the TOC-phenol conversion of 
the homogeneous systems stresses the unselective behavior pattern and the active 
role of reaction intermediates on the radical-chain propagation of the autocatalytic 45 

free-radical path [21,24].  
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Fig. 3 TOC-phenol conversion relationships (150°C) for homogeneous (Cu2+, Fe3+, Mn2+) and 15 

heterogeneous Pt/CeO2 and MnCeOx catalysts at various catalyst-to-phenol weight ratios (R) 
(reprinted from ref. 24, Copyright (2012), with permission from Elsevier). 

Hence, despite a comparatively lower mineralization rate fixes the surface oxidation 
of adsorbed C-species as the rate determining step (r.d.s.) of the heterogeneous 
CWAO process [7-15,19-21], on the whole the MnCeOx catalyst ensures a much 20 

better conversion-selectivity pattern than homogeneous catalysts [4,21,23,24,68-70].  
In fact, at the end of nineties Larachi’s group carried out a systematic research 
activity on the CWAO of phenol by co-precipitated MnOx-CeO2 catalysts [7-11], 
finding out that the composite Mn/Ce (7/3) oxide exhibits a better performance than 
1% Pt/Al2O3 catalyst in the range of 80-130°C [7]. Despite a much greater efficiency 25 

in the removal of substrate and TOC, a moderate selectivity toward mineralization of 
the adsorbed species into CO2 and H2O was found to be the major drawback 
determining the formation of deactivating carbonaceous deposits [7-11]. To improve 
the mineralization efficiency, reducing at the same time the accumulation of C-
deposits, they explored the effects of Pt and/or Ag promoters, both ensuring an 30 

improved mineralization selectivity and maintenance of higher activity at very mild 
(110°C) conditions, which was ascribed to a marked improvement of the catalyst 
reducibility [8]. Later they claimed that K-doping enhances to much higher extent 
the resistance to fouling of the MnCeOx catalyst (Mnat/Ceat, 1/1) [9,10], although it 
retains a similar reduction behavior as the non-promoted catalyst [10].  35 

Abecassis-Wolfovich et al. reported similar results for a co-precipitated MnCeOx 
catalyst in terms of phenol adsorption capacity and deactivation pattern (80-130°C), 
stressing a minor influence of K, Cs, Pt, and Ru promoters thereon [12]. However, 
they found that an oxidative treatment at T<300°C restored the activity that kept 
unchanged during four reaction cycles; then, exploiting the favorable adsorption-40 

oxidation characteristics of the MnCeOx system, they proposed a cyclic adsorption-
regeneration process for the treatment of phenol-containing waste streams [12].  
A typical co-precipitated MnCeOx catalyst shows also a better activity than 5% 
Pt/Al2O3 in the CWAO of lactose (170°C), though the addition of Pt renders the 
system more selective toward mineralization, with lower production of side products 45 

[18].  
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           A)                                                                    B) 
 
 
 
 10 

Fig. 4 TGA-DSC data of the “used” catalyst samples in the CWAO of phenol at 150°C after 
different reaction time (A) and at different temperature (110-150°C) after 6h of reaction time (B) 

(adapted from ref. 26, Copyright (2014), with permission from Elsevier). 

Arguing the potential for catalyst improvement by increasing the “amount of metal 
and oxygen ions at the surface, bulk density, surface area, interface, and redox 15 

ability”, Abecassis-Wolfovich et al. devised the nanocasting strategy to enhance the 
efficiency of the MnCeOx composite [13,16,17]. Despite a conversion rate of the 
2,4,6,-trichlorophenol (120°C) similar to a reference co-precipitated system, the 
nanocasted catalyst attains a TOC conversion of 94% in comparison to only 14% of 
the latter one [13]. The same is efficient in the CWAO of aniline (100-140°C) 20 

though a relevant Mn leaching due to the complexation ability of the substrate at 
basic pH, which is suppressed by acidification of the reacting solution [17].  
Arena et al. earlier carried out systematic studies on the effects of the Mn/Ce ratio 
(3/4-1/1), calcination temperature (400-1000°C), K and Pd-doping on the structure 
and redox properties of co-precipitated catalysts, providing evidence of the strong 25 

relationship between physico-chemical features and activity in the CWAO of phenol 
(100-110°C) [14,15]. In particular, a direct relationship between reducibility and 
extent of phenol mineralization, and the occurrence of the catalyst reduction and 
adsorbed-phenol oxidation in a same temperature window confirmed that the 
mineralization activity of MnCeOx catalysts depends on the “surface oxygen 30 

mobility” [15]. Supported by TGA-DSC characterization data of “fresh” and “used” 
catalysts, documenting the ongoing mineralization of the adsorbed substrate with 
time and temperature (Fig. 4), all these evidences match the occurrence of a typical 
heterogeneous L-H path with surface oxidation as r.d.s. [14,15,24,26]. Hence, high 
catalyst surface area and reducibility were fixed as main targets of catalyst design 35 

for improving adsorption (conversion) and mineralization (selectivity) functionality, 
respectively; the latter is also responsible of undesired side reactions leading to 
intermediates release and C-deposits buildup (Fig. 5) [8-15,19,21,24,26].  
 
 40 

 
 
 
 
 45 

 
 

Fig. 5 Simplified reaction mechanism of the heterogeneous CWAO of phenol (reprinted from ref. 
21, Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier). 
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Then, a typical redox-precipitated system shows a CWAO performance better than 
co-precipitated [15,19,25] and 5% Pt/CeO2 [24] catalysts in terms of adsorption 
capacity, TOC removal and kinetics of phenol conversion and mineralization (Fig. 
5) [25,26]. In addition, a “model” redox-precipitated catalyst (Mnat/Ceat) shows a 
good activity in the CWAO of refractory C1-C2 organic acids [26], generally found 5 

as residual reaction intermediates of the oxidative abatement of heavier organic 
compounds [4-15,19,21,26,68-70]. Despite the different adsorption mechanism of 
acidic substrates depending on electrostatic interactions with surface acidic sites 
(Eads, 81±5 kJ/mol), at variance of the apolar phenol molecule whose small energetic 
barrier (Eads, 16±4 kJ/mol) has been related to physical adsorption, the MnCeOx 10 

catalyst drives the abatement of formic and acetic acids by an analogous L-H 
mechanism, with a higher efficiency than supported noble-metals under more severe 
conditions [26].  
Zheng also documented the efficiency of a co-precipitated MnCe oxide catalyst in 
the CWAO of a pharmaceutical wastewater (220°C), attaining an activity higher 15 

than a homogeneous Cu salt with a 94% COD removal and without appreciable loss 
in activity [23]. Moreover, a recent patent application claims that surfactant-assisted 
co-precipitated catalysts are active in the CWAO of Bayer liquors [22], while redox-
precipitated catalysts have been recently employed also in the CWAO of p-cumaric 
acid and oil-mill wastewater [71].  20 

Finally, another remarkable instance of application to the wastewater treatment 
relies in the use of a co-precipitated MnCeOx catalyst for improving the efficiency 
of ozonation of phenolic acids; for a catalyst load of 10 g/L it was observed a strong 
promoting effect on the process efficiency, consisting in a marked reduction of time 
for the complete removal of noxious compounds and an extent of TOC removal 25 

(74%) much higher than single ozonation (24%) [20]. 

3 Gas-exhausts treatment 
In addition to wastewater treatments, MnCeOx catalysts have been also successfully 
applied in a variety of environmental gas-phase processes, included the oxidative 
abatement of VOC and CO, soots, and Hg vapors, and the selective catalytic 30 

reduction of NOx (SCR). However, structural stabilizers or chemical promoters are 
frequently used to improve activity, selectivity, and/or stability.  
For instance, Tang et al. combined the intrinsic oxidation strength of the composite 
MnOx-CeO2 with the superior oxygen-activation functionality of Ag [30] and Pt 
[31], obtaining very active catalysts in the oxidative abatement of formaldehyde for 35 

indoor applications. From a systematic study of catalyst composition they found an 
optimum Mn/Ce atomic ratio of one ensuring the largest surface exposure, the 
easiest reducibility and the highest HCHO oxidation activity [31]. They ascribed the 
positive influence of ceria to structural and electronic effects, although a surface 
activity rising monotonically with the Mn/Ce ratio denoted minor changes in the 40 

intrinsic functionality of the active MnOx phase [31]. The addition of Ag enhances 
considerably the reactivity of the MnCeOx system at low temperature (50-80°C), 
though the prevalent effect of the promoter is evident from the higher reactivity of 
the Ag/MnOx system [30]. Moreover, a Pt/MnOx-CeO2 catalyst shows a much better 
activity driving the complete conversion of HCHO to CO2 at 25°C under very low 45 

contact time, and with high stability, although the effect is related to “Cl-free” Pt 
precursors, avoiding the incorporation of Cl ions onto the catalyst structure [31].  
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Unpromoted MnOx-CeO2 catalysts were used in the oxidative abatement of volatile 
organic compounds (VOC) like ethanol, ethyl acetate, and toluene [32]. The 
synthesis by the combustion method led to low surface area (38-50 m2/g) catalysts, 
with crystalline oxide phases and a surface Mn availability comparable with that of 
co-precipitated systems (Fig. 2A); an optimum Mn/Ce atomic ratio of one ensures 5 

the best activity allowing a full conversion of all the substrates between 170 
(ethanol) and 250°C (toluene, ethyl acetate) [32]. Liao et al. found a comparable 
total toluene oxidation activity using a nanorod-structured Mn0.85Ce0.15Ox sample 
obtained by a hydrothermal synthesis route, pointing also out direct relationships 
between the oxidation activity and the mobility of lattice oxygen [48]. Li et al. 10 

showed that high surface area (180-200 m2/g) co-precipitated MnCeOx catalysts 
exhibit a higher activity in the oxidative abatement of ethyl acetate, with a complete 
conversion being recorded at 200°C; despite a surface area decrease, zirconia 
addition (Mn0.4Ce0.45Zr0.15Ox) improves activity and thermal stability of the system 
[37]. Dai et al. addressed the effect of La addition on the chlorobenzene catalytic 15 

combustion activity of MnCeOx catalysts prepared via a complexation method [45]. 
Ascribing the high reactivity of the system to the formation of a MnCeOx solid 
solution, they found that La enhances dispersion, activity, and stability favoring the 
full combustion of chlorobenzene at 200°C and stable operations during 16 hours at 
350°C.  20 

According to the finding that higher accessibility and oxidation state enhance the 
redox activity of surface Mn sites, promoting activity and stability in the oxidation 
of CO (20-150°C) [34,49], redox-precipitated MnOx-CeO2 catalysts (Mnat/Ceat, 1-2) 
were found to be fairly more active than co-precipitated ones also in the oxidative 
abatement of o-xylene [35]. On the other hand, Zou et al. prepared a series of high 25 

surface area mesoporous MnOx-CeO2 catalysts by a surfactant-assisted precipitation 
method, finding that a Mn/Ce atomic ratio close to 1 (4/6) ensures the best surface 
area (215 m2/g), active phase availability, and redox properties, resulting in the best 
catalytic activity for both CO and C3H8 oxidation [36]. The addition of a small 
amount of Pd greatly enhances the CO oxidation activity due to the acceleration of 30 

oxygen activation and transfer via spillover, while the negligible effects on propane 
oxidation were ascribed to a different reaction mechanism [36].  
Using an alumina support, a recent study reports a significant improvement in the 
reactivity of the MnCeOx system for NO decomposition, CO oxidation and CO+NO 
interaction, as result of better dispersion and lower average oxidation state [54]. 35 

Likewise Lin et al. found that the introduction of the alumina support degrades the 
soot oxidation activity of the fresh catalyst, while it helps maintaining higher surface 
area and MnOx dispersion than unsupported MnOx-CeO2 mixed oxide after aging at 
800°C, improving NO-to-NO2 and NO2-soot oxidation activity below 350°C [55].  
This preludes to another major environmental application of MnCeOx catalysts that 40 

is the reductive abatement of NOx, major source of air pollution causing photo-
chemical smog, acid rains, ozone depletion and greenhouse effect [27-29,39-42,50-
53]. The abatement of NOx from stationary sources is currently carried out upstream 
of the desulfurization process by selective reduction with ammonia (SCR) at 300-
400°C using V2O5/TiO2 catalysts, while hydrocarbons and CO serve as reductants in 45 

automotive converters [43]. However, the discovery of catalysts active below 200°C 
(LT-SCR) would allow a major technological breakthrough with location of the SCR 
unit downstream of desulfurizer and electrostatic precipitator to avoid re-heating of 
flue gas and catalyst dust deposition [27,28].  
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In fact, forthcoming FTIR spectroscopic evidences of adsorbed methanol revealed 
that the peculiar reactivity of the MnCeOx system depends on its surface amphoteric 
behaviour, as medium-strong basic sites are decisive for the activation of methanol 
molecule while triacylglycerides molecules are activated on Lewis acid sites, 
according to a dual-site L-H reaction path [61]. 5 

The first example of fine chemicals manufacture by the “green” selective oxidation 
of aromatic alcohols using MnCeOx catalysts has been documented by Qinghu et al. 
[58]. They synthesized by the redox-precipitation method a series of MnCeOx 
catalysts with different Mn/Ce molar ratios for the selective oxidation of various 
aromatic alcohols with oxygen to the corresponding aldehydes or ketones, using 10 

toluene as solvent; a Mn/Ce ratio of 10 ensures the highest benzyl alcohol oxidation 
rate, with a conversion of 97% at 100°C after 1h, a total benzaldehyde selectivity 
(>98%), and without appreciable loss of activity during six reaction runs. An even 
higher activity was recorded for more “electron-rich” substrates such as the α-
methyl benzyl alcohol. Also in this case the authors argued that the key active 15 

component for the O2 activation was the coexistence of multiple high oxidation 
states of Mn ions (e.g.,+3/+4), while CeO2 played an important role by increasing 
surface area, promoting the reduction and the surface oxygen replenishment capacity 
of the active MnOx phase [49,58,59].  
Recently, Chen et al. synthesised crystalline and amorphous MnCeOx systems by co-20 

precipitation and redox-precipitation methods respectively, which were used as 
support to produce Pd/MnCeOx catalysts very active in the green selective oxidation 
of benzyl alcohol in absence of solvent (T, 160°C) [59]. Despite a good accessibility 
of the Pd active phase and a high surface concentration of Pd0 explain the high 
initial reaction rate of the crystalline MnCeOx-supported catalyst, the amorphous 25 

MnCeOx support enhances the catalyst stability due to the “mutual promotion 
between redox properties and oxygen mobility” [59]. 

5 Conclusions 
A great scientific and technological effort is in place worldwide for accomplishing a 
green industrial revolution fulfilling the guidelines of a Sustainable Development 30 

pattern. In this context Catalysis is destined to play a pivotal role by providing low-
costly environmental safeguard-remediation processes and clean manufacture 
technologies based on catalyst formulations alternative to noble-metal systems.  
High redox activity, surface amphoteric behaviour, and good chemical stability 
render the MnCeOx composite catalyst a suitable substitute of supported noble-35 

metals for environmental applications in both liquid and gas phase. Documenting the 
most recent and important applications of the MnCeOx composites in a variety of 
environmental-related processes, this perspective would offer a systematic 
background for further advances toward the development of low-costly, 
multipurpose, and environmental-friendly catalysts. 40 
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